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The 5 key questions
� The relevance and quality of EMCDDA´s activities 

since inception
� The degree of success in establishing and 

operating networks (particularly REITOX) to 
enhance the Centre’s ability to carry out its 
functions

� Logistical and administrative efficiency, and value 
for money

� The adequacy of EMCDDA´s resources to meet its 
operational challenges

� The Centre’s potential to cope with the growing 
issues of EU enlargement
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Relevance and quality of EMCDDA´s 
activities since inception
� Overall context is important: political, resources 

constraints, Member State differences.
� In this context the Centre has acquired legitimacy and its 

work is relevant. The drugs issue remains important. 
� Quality of output is generally good, and is welcomed by 

policy-makers and professionals.
� Activities in the 2 core areas are most appreciated: some 

questions over external relations activities.
� Quality control process could be formalised (process 

underway).
� Annual Report seen as having improved over time.
� Dissemination of outputs needs a strategy.
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Success in establishing and operating 
networks (particularly REITOX)
� REITOX is currently not working optimally. There 

is greater potential in the system which should be 
exploited.

� Nature and quality of National Focal Points is 
uneven. An evaluation of NFPs would help.

� Member States should ensure that NFPs are 
resourced adequately.

� The Centre should offer more guidance, feedback 
and support to the NFPs.

� Involve NFPs in the broader work of the 
EMCDDA.
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Logistical and administrative efficiency, 
and value for money
� Issues interlinked with the degree of consensus on 

EMCDDA’s mission, the administrative culture (imposed or 
not) and systems, and the ability to measure costs and 
impact.

� The Management Board is not effective as a Board 
(different reasons exist to explain why).

� Work planning is unclear.
� Use of external contractors, while valuable, could be more 

strictly applied (inter alia to boost in-house expertise).
� Costs of activities not measured and products often 

disseminated free => cost-effectiveness hard to assess, 
but we have no major fears.
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Logistical and administrative efficiency, 
and value for money (2)

� Board and Bureau relationship is controversial. 
Board should concentrate on its supervisory 
role. To do this it needs appropriate information, 
presented in a useful manner. Board members 
must also commit time to the task.

� Bureau could be enlarged to ensure effective 
follow-up of Board decisions.

� Scientific Committee has not performed as 
regulation foresaw. Useful niche on Synthetic 
Drugs.
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Logistical and administrative efficiency, 
and value for money (3)
� The Centre’s administration is dysfunctional and 

unnecessarily dominated by inappropriate 
Commission systems.

� Budgeting, financial reporting, financial procedures, 
exercise of authority, personnel management, staff 
functions: all require modernisation.

� Imbalance within staff (45% administrative) is not 
conducive to achievement of strategic objectives

� Now is the opportunity to make changes: staff have 
already begun.
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The Centre’s potential to cope with 
EU enlargement
� A strategy and resources for enlargement are 

vital. 
� Explicit attention is required in the Work 

Programme.
� DIS Focal Points need legal base and political 

support.
� REITOX Focal Points are natural partners.
� Staff and competency needs arise in the Centre.
� CEEC representation in EMCDDA bodies, in 

return for a financial contribution. 
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Adequacy of EMCDDA´s resources to 
meet its operational challenges
� We assume that the goal should be to implement the 

Regulation in full, i.e. all 5 working areas. This would meet 
all stakeholders’ expectations.

� The Centre could only meet these challenges across the 
board if the political, financial and organisational situation 
is transformed. 

� Rationalisation of work per activity area would be 
inevitable.

� New staff structure, management systems, technology 
and administrative procedures are prerequisites as well.

� More technical work done in-house.
� Member States would need to agree ….. and then commit.
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Key Recommendations
Commission:
� consider boosting Centre’s influence through 

legislation.
� support reform of administrative and budgetary 

systems.
� secure legal base for DIS Focal Points.

Council / Member States:
� coordinate EMCDDA representation with general 

drugs policy.
� upgrade data quality and improve support for 

National Focal Points.
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Key Recommendations (2)
Management Board:
� commit to agreeing the core objectives and work 

programme: broaden to embrace all five priority 
areas?

� push administrative and financial reform.
� consider reform of Board composition, meeting 

schedule and Bureau role and membership.
� evaluate the NFPs and Annual Report process.
� consider reform of Scientific Committee.
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Key Recommendations (3)

EMCDDA Director and team:
� launch major organisational reform. 
� upgrade contacts with Focal Points. 
� develop a communication and dissemination 

strategy.
� include enlargement in an enhanced work 

planning process.
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